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Electronic reading opens new avenues especially with the advance of modern reading
devices. The new generation of Personal Digital Assistants PDAs becomes more
popular and more aﬀordable. Therefore, while displays keep shrinking in size, it
is needed to re-evaluate typefaces used in these devices as they form a substantial
component in the reading ﬁeld. In this research, a survey was conducted to identify
Arab community preferences of 13 selected fonts on PDAs. Also, it inferred the
popularity of using these devices for reading. From the participation of 53 subjects
in this survey, it was deduced that e-reading using PDAs among Arab communities is
increasing dramatically, which necessitates the need of investigation for better fonts
used in these devices. Moreover, the results from font evaluation based on people
preferences reduced the number of studied fonts to six for further examination.
Three experiments have been conducted to investigate six Arabic fonts on PDAs
from the perspective of legibility and readability to come up with the best fonts. In
all three experiments, 138 subjects participated doing i3arabi Test over iPad and iPad
mini devices. Two experiments were done to evaluate the legibility of the selected
fonts. However, due to the nature of Arabic language, it was diﬃcult to apply the
same methods used to test Latin fonts. A pilot study was done to understand the
problem, and results supported the mentioned diﬃculty. Therefore, a novel method
named M-Short-Exposure method has been proposed to investigate the legibility of
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isolated Arabic letters and connected letters. The results indicate Geeza Pro and
Uthman SH fonts yielded the best performance in the ﬁrst and second experiments
respectively. Then an integration result has been concluded for legibility experiments
conﬁrming Geeza Pro and Uthman SH as the most legible fonts to be used on PDAs.
In readability experiment, reading speed and comprehension questions have been
used over running texts of the selected fonts to measure their readability. It has
been found that there is no correlation between reading speed and comprehension
factors. Though, the results provide Yakout Reg and Uthman SH fonts as the most
appropriate fonts to be used on PDAs for e-reading.
Finally, Our ﬁndings provide the most legible and/or readable font(s) among the
tested set. Moreover, some recommendations have been made on better use of legible
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In this chapter, general information related to the thesis, motivation and objectives,
and structure of this thesis are introduced. A brief introduction to e-reading and
e-book is provided in section 1.1. Next, section 1.2 describes typography generally,
and Arabic typographical structure especially in section 1.2.1 followed by section
1.2.2 which discusses historical movement of Arabic font styles. Then, font encoding
system is brieﬂy introduced in section 1.3. Section 1.5 states thesis motivation and
objectives. Finally, a thesis outline is proposed in section 1.6.
1.1 E-Reading and E-Book
E-reading is not a machine that does the reading process. It is normal persons
reading from digital devices in digital formats. Though, online reading activities like
e-mails and performing assignments on computers are not considered reading [1]. An
electronic book (known as e-book or digital book) is a digital format of book-length
publication. It consists of texts, images, or a combination of them, and it can be
published through and read from digital devices, such as computers, laptops, tablets,
smart phones, and e-readers [2]. A digital book could be one of two types: e-book or
digitized book in which the formal one contains digital texts of a speciﬁc structure,
and it is published for digital reading devices or popular e-book reading applications,
such as Mobipocket. Many facilities can be applied on the text like changing font type
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and the size of viewing area. On the other hand, a digitized book is simply created by
getting photographical images from hard book pages, and then an algorithm is applied
to reduce the size (bytes) of the book with good looking pages [3]. Sometimes OCR
systems are used in order to convert these images into editable and text-searchable
format [4]. Between the two types, digitized books have poor usability while e-books
could give a better chance to apply interactive features for users like ﬂipping page
and highlighting texts.
Currently, e-book market has blossomed because Personal Digital Assistance PDAs
become more durable, more colorful, and more multifunctional. In fact, at the end of
2007, Amazon had introduced its e-book reader and e-book inventory, and it was the
ﬁrst eReader (Kindle) with free wireless access to search for e-books and download
them [5]. Later on, many companies went to the same production line having their
own readers whether with the e-ink technology like Kobo reader or tablet style devices
like BlackBerrys playBook, Apple ipad, and Microsoft Surface. Thus, so many e-book
formats are generated for these new devices, such as PDF, EPUB, TXT, MOBI, DOC
etc. That would make a major problem due to the competition among producers.
However, they improved features of these digital devices which ﬂourish e-reading in
a signiﬁcant way.
1.2 Typography
Typography is a piece of art that conveys a language in a visual way. Bringhurst
[6], an American typographer, deﬁned typography as ”a craft by which the meaning of
a text (or its absence of meaning) can be clariﬁed, honored, and shared, or knowingly
disguised”. Usually, typography invites reader’s attention to itself before it will be
read. That emphasizes the importance of typography in which it should provide the
following: grab reader’s attention into the text; clarify content’s meaning of the text;
explain how the text is constructed and ordered; connect the text with other available
elements; and ﬁnally make the best condition for reading.
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1.2.1 Arabic Typographical Structure
The Arabic language is one of the most widespread languages around the world
especially in the Middle East and North Africa with four million native speakers in
22 countries. In fact, it became one of the UNESCO oﬃcial working languages by
virtue of a United Nations General Assembly resolution on the 18th of December
1973. Recently, the 18th of December becomes the world Arabic language day due to
its popularity[7]. Furthermore, some other languages like Farsi and Urdu are using
the Arabic alphabet with slightly extended versions to express the written language.
To work on Arabic typography, it is important to know the original Arabic script’s
characteristics and letterforms. Basically, the Arabic alphabet consists of 19 basic
shapes which create with diacritic dots 29 letters. However, Arabic letters diﬀer
depending on their position in the word. Thus, the number of characters in the set
becomes 106 in which 23 letters have the four diﬀerent shapes, and the remaining 7
letters have only two diﬀerent shapes and they are illustrated with their alternatives
in Figure 1-1.
Arabic Writing Characteristics
Writing in Arabic is totally diﬀerent than Latin. Several characteristics of Arabic
writing are discussed as the following [8]:
Direction: unlike Latin, Arabic direction is written horizontally from right to left.
However, numbers and some mathematical symbols are read from left to right.
Cursivity: letters must be connected within the word, and they diﬀer depending on
their position in the word (initial, middle, ﬁnal, isolated).
Ligatures letters could be composite, and they are used a lot in Arabic for diﬀerent
purposes like font aesthetic, justiﬁcation, or legibility.
Diacritic dot: gives the identity for some Arabic letters of the same basic glyph by
its presence, number, and position.
Diacritic signs: (called vocalizations also)usually appear above or below the letters
3
Figure 1-1: Arabic alphabet and alternatives depending on position
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indicating the sound of those letters to help readers in pronouncing the letter
in the right way beside knowing word’s type or tense.
Allograph means that a letter may diﬀer in its shape depending on its neighbors.
Kashida is not a character, it is a stretch of the previous letter. It is used for diﬀerent
reasons like legibility, justiﬁcation, emphasis, and aesthetics. Some letters are
prioritized to be stretched and they are called tansil.
Figure 1-2 shows examples for Arabic writing characteristics where the two sentences
are exactly the same but in diﬀerent ways of writing 1.
Figure 1-2: Arabic writing characteristics
Arabic Typeface Anatomy
In typography, typeface is a font family which includes a set of characters hav-
ing speciﬁc design features in common. That is, design features could describe
height, weight, condensation, style, slant, italicization, ornamentation, and designer
or foundry. Typeface can have more than one font in more than one size. In contrast,
font is a certain type of typeface with speciﬁed size, weight, and angle. For example,
Times New Roman is a typeface in general, but specifying it to be bold or italic is go-
ing to give two diﬀerent fonts of the same font family. Arabic typefaces have features
and terms diﬀerent than Latin. They are described in Table 1.1 and Figure 1-3
1The text shown in the Figure 1-2 is a part of an old Arabic Poetry written by Abu at-Tayyib
Ahmad ibn al-Husayn al-Mutanabbi
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Table 1.1: Description of common Arabic typographic terms
Typographic Term Description
Baseline The imaginary line in which most of the letters stand on.
Ascender
Parts of letters which take place over the loop-height and
tooth-height, such as Alif.
Descender
Parts of letters which take place below the baseline, such
as Waw.
Loop & tooth height
The distance from the baseline to the height of letters with
loop or tooth, and it replaces the x-height in Latin.
Stem The vertical stroke of letter.
Loop The cursive style of the letters with closed loop like Fa.
Tooth
The short vertical stroke of letters reaching tooth height
from the baseline like Ba and Sin.
Knot The letter in which it is closed and ﬁlled like Ayn.
Shoulder The horizontal stroke which takes place over the bowl.
Head The elliptical part of a letter like Ayn.
Eye The enclosed counter in letters like Waw.
Needle eye The space inside the enclosed counter letters such as Waw.
Bowl The rounded part of a letter.
Slack tail
The terminated stroke of letters which ends before the base-
line like Mim.
Stiﬀ tail
The terminated sharp curved letters which continue below
the baseline like Waw.
Curled tail The terminated upward curling stroke like letter Sad.
Flat tail
The ﬂat horizontal stroke which stands on the baseline like
Ba and Ta.
Diacritic dots
The dots which characterize the letter depending on their
number, presence, and position.
Vocalization Marks
The didactic signs which represent as short vowels and
placed either above or under the letters in order to help
readers in proper pronunciation.
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Figure 1-3: Common Arabic typographic terms [9]
1.2.2 Historical Movements of Arabic Font Styles
Long time ago, writing was the main way of communication among world entities.
Arabic writing went through many diﬀerent stages. In fact, the ﬂourishing of Islamic
civilization had a great inﬂuence on calligraphy development. Many styles had been
created from diﬀerent Arabic cities like Kufa and Hira. According to Arab history,
Arabic fonts can be categorized into ﬁve main styles: Archaic, Kuﬁ, Maghrebi, Cur-
sive, and Non-Arab [10]. Each style has speciﬁc characteristics that make it unique.
The variety of styles and sub styles exists was because of diﬀerent purposes of usage.
For example, some of Non-Arab fonts like Diwani Al-Jali were for decoration while
modern Naskh from Cursive style was for holy text reading owing to its high legibility.
Table 1.2 summarizes Arabic font styles over the history.
Classifying Arabic type styles does not have a standard. In fact, it was based
on cultural context, and then it becomes a self-consciously design. However, some
categories have been created to inset named divisions. To explain, type styles could
be categorized by functionality, general characteristics or history [10]. First, Arabic
type styles could be classiﬁed according to typeface functionality into three main
7
Table 1.2: Historical Arabic font styles
Style Font Name Duration sample Characteristics
Mail 7thC.AD
Angular shapes, no diacritic,
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divisions: display, text, and script or decorative typefaces. Display typefaces are
basically designed for big titles and posters; text typefaces are used for many purposes,
however it should be hinted for on screen use; script or decorative typefaces have
exclusive style usually and they are used on special occasions. Second, Arabic type
styles can also be deﬁned by the general characteristics like serif and sans-serif in
Latin. In Arabic, geometric (Kuﬁ) style and cursive style are two traditional divisions
where the ﬁrst one follows geometric letter structure with a ﬂat baseline and the
other is based on ﬂuid handwritten calligraphy. Finally, the most well-known font
styles according to history are: Kuﬁ, Thuluth, Diwani, Naskh, Persian, Ruqaa, and
Maghrebi [11]. Kuﬁ style was named after the city Kufa in Iraq; Thuluth style, which
means ”1/3” in Arabic, was named because of its Alif letter which is measured as
one third of Alif letter of an old font called Tumar; Diwani style was used in the
political documents named Diwan” in Arabic in the Ottoman Empire; Naskh style
refers to copy action in Arabic when scribes copied Arabic text; Persian style had
been developed by Persians due to the similarity of most letters and writing ways;
Ruqaa style named as the name of a piece of leather Ruqaa that was used to write on;
Maghrebi style was developed in Morocco Maghreb in Arabic and it is an extension of
Kuﬁ script. Regarding the previous classiﬁcation, we still face a lack of standards on
deﬁning Arabic fonts which would need more research to clarify each classiﬁcation.
1.3 Font Encoding System
Encoding system is the approach in which computers read and display text or
ﬁles in an understandable way that humans can deal with. That is, for each single
character or symbol in a language, a unique code is set in order to transmit numbers
and text electronically. To explain, each character X is represented in a collection
of binary numbers, and to get the appropriate display letter, an encoding system is
applied giving the ﬁnal result Y, see Figure 1-4.
A standard code has been invented to solve the problem of having many languages
with a variety of glyphs and symbols. Unicode is one of the ﬁrst encoding character
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Figure 1-4: The process of encoding
that provide the ability to identify characters of most languages around the world
including Arabic. For example, letter ”mim” in Arabic has the unicode U+0645.
There are several character registered maps for Unicode, such as UTF-8 and UTF-32
in which they diﬀer in how they use the number of bytes to store the code [12].
1.3.1 Font Format
Rendering font on digital screens has some standard format to represent texts and
data. There are two basic font formats: bitmap fonts and outline fonts [8]. Bitmap
font format (Figure 1-5a) is based on a matrix of pixels where pixels are turned on
for each speciﬁc face and size. It is easy to create and fast to represent; however they
are not scalable and need for each size a set of glyphs. On the other hand, outline
font format (Figure 1-5b) is based on a set of lines and curves using mathematical
functions to make the font scalable. Adobe, Microsoft, and Apple have developed
diﬀerent font formats under this category. Adobe provided PostScript font format
known as Type 1. It is used mostly for high quality printing purposes due to its
smoothness. Next, Apple developed TrueType font format which is clear, resizable,
and readable. Then, Microsoft and Adobe produced the OpenType font format which
combines the advantages of TrueType and Type 1 font formats and adds more new
features. Finally, Donald Knuth created METAFONT format which deﬁnes all the
shape glyphs of fonts by geometric equations. The diﬀerence between METAFONT
and the previous font formats is the usage of equations which describe the outline
and the ﬁlled part as a pen of ﬁnite width.
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(a) Bitmap format of letter
”Sad” [13]
(b) Outline format for let-
ter ”Waw” [14]
Figure 1-5: Font format
1.4 Legibility and Readability
Reading legibility and readability are two important concepts in our study. Tra-
cyas [15] deﬁned legibility as the ability to read and recognize letters in a clear and
an easy way. Comparing to readability, he stated that it describes how comfortable
visual processing is while reading, and how comprehensible the long text is? In ad-
dition, Lieberman [16] mentioned in his book that legibility is basically the ease of
distinguishing a letter from another. So, legibility of typefaces depends on their de-
sign characteristics. For example, a bigger x-height in Latin is considered to be more
legible. Moreover, Lieberman added that readability is the level of ease in moving
eyes with absorbing the meaning through lines. More details about legibility and
readability will be mentioned in section 2.1
1.5 Motivation and Objectives
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) become more popular and more aﬀordable.
Reading on these devices, which is known as e-reading, has increased signiﬁcantly in
the last few years. However, studies have proved that reading from screen could lead to
slower speed and less comprehension [17] even though electronic reading behaviour is
similar to reading from printed material [18]. Therefore, while displays keep shrinking
in the size, it is needed to re-evaluate typefaces used in these devices as they are a
substantial component in the reading ﬁeld. In particular, to ensure quality of reading
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on small screen devices, i.e. tablets and phones, typefaces used in those devices are
in need to be robust.
In this thesis, we have focused on the eﬀect of Arabic typefaces on e-reading from
the aspect of legibility and readability due to the insuﬃciency of studies on this area.
In fact, because of diﬀerences among characteristics of languages, some problems are
raised for speciﬁc scripts. So, it is diﬃcult to apply the exact methods used to test
legibility and readability for Latin on Arabic. Thus, adjustments for testing legibility
and readability on Arabic typefaces are considered in our study.
In recent years, native Arab people, especially the young generation, tend to
read e-books instead of traditional hard copy books using PDAs. That is, education
system in some of Arabic countries is planned to be developed in the coming years
in which all school books would be replaced by electronic ones. Thus, students will
use portable digital devices to read and study. In fact, some schools in Saudi Arabia
have started applying this step to examine the eﬀects of using technology in the
educational process. For example, King Faisal School [19] has lunched the trial stage
of iPad Application Project for grade ﬁve and six students as a step of improving the
educational system. Consequently, it is important to provide studies on one of the
most important elements (font) to ensure better quality for Arabic e-reading.
Despite the fact that some Arabic publishing organizations have started to build
their own digital libraries, they still need to get some recommendations about Arabic
fonts. Sibawayh [20] is one of the most recent and successful projects of Arabic digital
libraries by Quad Dimensions Tech. It has started publishing electronic books in June
2012. In less than a year, it has over a hundred Arabic books in its electronic library,
and it provides an application suitable for iPhone and iPad for readers to buy and
download books. That makes reading much easier than before especially with the
existing features like highlighting and adding comments.
This research should answer the following question:
What is the best Arabic font(s) that will increase reading legibility and
readability on PDAs?
To answer the question, objectives of this thesis are listed as the following: a) Prove
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that fonts may aﬀect the reading process on PDAs; b) Assess the appropriateness of
diﬀerent typefaces for diﬀerent types of PDAs using proposed methods suitable for
Arabic; and c) Provide recommendations on typefaces most suitable for PDAs.
1.6 Research Contributions and Thesis Outline
This thesis has implemented many phases in order to reach the objectives listed be-
fore in section 1.5. Figure 1-6 illustrates an overview of the plan of implementation.
First phase discussed in Chapter 3 identiﬁes Arab community preferences of fonts on
PDAs through a survey, and the outcome goes to the following chapters for further
experiments. The major contributions of this thesis are accepted to be published in
[21], and they are summarized as the following:
Figure 1-6: Overview of project ﬂowchart
• literature review: Chapter 2 presents methods used in testing legibility and
readability using the techniques mentioned in published studies. In addition,
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studies on displays and their impacts on font types and sizes are explored from
diﬀerent angles.
• Legibility and Readability Experiments: A novel legibility method (M-Short-
Exposure)is proposed and conducted in Chapter 4. Readability experiment on
the selected Arabic fonts is demonstrated in Chapter 5. Data collection for all
experiments has been done in diﬀerent geographical areas.
• Conclusion and Future Work: The thesis concludes in Chapter 6 considering




In this chapter, legibility and readability are reviewed with related work done for
Arabic and other languages in Section 2.1. Moreover, studies on diﬀerent types of
displays and their eﬀects on reading are discussed in section 2.2
2.1 Legibility and Readability
High legibility is very important for reading as it aﬀects reading speed and the
eﬀort needed to identify letters in the right way. Though, many factors can play
important roles on legibility, such as illumination, foreground/background, and reader
fatigue. Along the history, many methods have been declared to determine the level of
legibility of typefaces. Based on [22] the main legibility test methods are continuous
reading, search task, visual accuracy threshold, and reader’s preferences. Moreover,
readability is also related to reading performance as it tests the quality of text and
the ability to recognize it in meaningful groupings. Nevertheless, many aspects can
inﬂuence readability, such as spacing, margins, use of words, and reader knowledge
and skill. To test readability, several methods are used including reading speed, word-
search speed, eye-tracking, comprehension, and reader fatigue. However, confusion
between the two concepts of legibility and readability always happens due to some
overlapping in test methods and relationship between them. In fact, when a text is
not legible, it is not readable too. However, when it is with low readability, it is still
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possible to be highly legible.
2.1.1 Test Methodology
The main methods used many scientiﬁc studies on legibility and readability, and they
are summarized in the following:
Search Task: This approach is used to measure legibility by assigning a task to
readers to locate speciﬁc words or letters in a text. In Bernard, Liao, and Mills study
[23], substituted words were designed intentionally to be clearly seen as inappropriate
grammatically within the context like replacing the noun ”cake” with the adjective
”fake”. So, legibility can be determined by recording the accuracy of locating these
words and by registering the time needed to ﬁnish the task. Despite the results of
studies applied this method, it is stated in [22] that it tests the scanning ability rather
than normal reading. Thus, it is not recommended for experiments testing typeface
legibility.
Reader’s Preferences: People’s opinion is a concern in this method where
participants are asked to rank their preferences based on typefaces, sizes, styles...etc.
Some studies personalized typefaces according to readers’ rate. Shaikh [24] has eval-
uated 40 Latin typefaces through 15 semantic diﬀerential scales (SDS) as pairs of
opposite adjectives including legibility. Results reveal that serif and sans serif type-
faces are more legible than others. Following the same procedure, Nikfal [25] has
investigated 20 Arabic typefaces using readers’ opinion on four personalities: legible,
comfortable, artistic, and formal). As a result, highly legible fonts: Times New Ro-
man, Simpliﬁed Arabic, Microsoft Sans Serif, and Courier New, are recommended
to be used in oﬃcial documents, reports, and forms. Another experiment has been
conducted by Alsumait, Al-Osaimi, and AlFedaghi [26] to investigate which Arabic
font and size are legible for children of 7-9 years old in order to be used in designing
e-learning programs. Five fonts have been examined: Arial Unicode MS, Courier
New, Microsoft Sans Serif, Simpliﬁed Arabic, and Traditional Arabic in two sizes 12
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and 14 pt. Students satisfactions have been recorded to estimate legibility beside
reading speed. Therefore, students’ preferences show Arial Unicode MS with 14 pt is
more attractive.
Visual Accuracy Threshold: In this way, the focus is on identifying letter
and word regardless of comprehension. To detect visual accuracy, several methods
have been suggested. Rapid exposure is a known method where participants are ex-
posed to the stimulus in a very short time in which the eye is unable to move from
one ﬁxation to another. Tachistoscope was one of the earliest tools, known as Flash
Recognition Training (FTR), used to measure recalling of visual information [27]. It
is used in [28] to rank legibility of a set of characters and numerals. Nowadays, There
is no need for using these tools while we have computers. Short-exposure method of a
single character was used in Beier and Larson study [29]. Actually, they used Macro-
media Flash MX to create and apply the experiments rather than tachistoscope. By
exposing each of which letters for 43 milliseconds, each participant had been asked
to name it. Thus, accuracy of visual characters can be measured, and hence type
legibility. Furthermore, the same approach has been used in [30] to test legibility of
selected Chinese fonts. Results show a signiﬁcant relation between high legibility and
font design features like contrast. Moreover, the legibility of two Latin ClearType
fonts Cambria and Constantia have been investigated compared to traditional serif
font Times New Roman in [31] using short-exposure method. a collection of letters,
digits, and symbols have been exposed to the 10 participants for 34 milliseconds with
1.5 seconds of blanking time. Findings were positive for the new fonts Cambria and
Constantia. However, the old style digits used in Constantia like 0, 1, and 2 caused
confusion with letters o, l, and z. Times New Roman gave the worst accuracy espe-
cially on digits, and symbols.
Continuous Reading: This method is used to measure readability of typefaces
by testing them in running texts. One technique used to evaluate the reading process
is measuring the reading speed and comprehension or accuracy. However, many
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factors could be considered in these measurements. One factor is leading and spacing
in text which usually interact with each other, so making them either way static
or dynamic can aﬀect the usability of typefaces. In [32], margins surrounding the
text and leadings, which are spaces between lines, have been tested in four white
space manipulations. Then, reading speed and comprehension have been measured
for participants read text in screen in order to ﬁnd out the impact of spacing factor
on reading. Using margins gave better results despite the slower speed. On the
other hand, leading did not aﬀect the performance of reading but inﬂuenced the
participant’s satisfaction. Another factor is font size and style which are considered
in measuring legibility and readability. Ramadan [33] has conducted an experiment
on 40 male university students where they have been asked to read 24 passages on
a computer screen. Four Arabic font styles have been used: Simpliﬁed, Traditional,
Kuﬁ, and Naskh in three font szies: 10, 12, and 14 pt. Next, reading speed has been
calculated automatically while reading, and comprehension is tested using questions.
By using some statistical ways like ANOVA, results show that both eﬀects font style
and size are signiﬁcant. Regarding reading speed, Simpliﬁed font performed better
among all used styles, and 14 pt font size gave faster reading. Kuﬁ style of diﬀerent
sizes is discouraged to be used in e-reading due to its obvious weak performance in
both reading speed and accuracy. In addition, in [23] the eﬀect of font type and size on
legibility and reading duration have been studied for online text by older people. Two
serif: (Time New Roman and Georgia) and two sans serif: (Arial and Verdana) Latin
typefaces of two sizes: 12 and 14 pt have been tested on PC computer monitor with
27 participants of a mean age 70. They were asked to read eight passages of the same
length and margins. Reading times have been recorded, and results showed that serif
fonts and bigger size (14 pt) provide faster reading. In 2012, similar experiments [34]
have proceeded to ﬁnd the optimum Arabic font type and size for students aged 9-12
years. Two typefaces (Arabic Traditional and Simpliﬁed Arabic) have been examined
in four sizes (10, 14, 16, and 18) using Arabic continuous texts. Then, reading-aloud
technique is used to detect accuracy. Also, reading speed has been recorded for each
participant using a timer. So, their ﬁndings show that size 10 is not readable while
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size 16 and 18 are doing so. Moreover, regarding the fonts, Simpliﬁed Arabic beats
Arabic Traditional especially in sizes 14 and 18 pt.
Another technique to estimate reading performance and behaviour in running
text is eye-tracking. It provides rich data from eye movements related to the process
of reading. Basically, human gaze moves continuously over the text while reading.
Though for some words, the subjects looked at them more than others by one or two
seconds [35]. Also, series of jumps around 3-4 per second (which known as saccades)
with ﬁxation (the short stops in between) are happening during reading. According
to [36], font characteristics have an impact on ﬁxation duration and ﬁxation count.
A study [37] has been done to examine if font size and font type can aﬀect online
reading. it applied eye-tracking method on 82 subjects reading stories in English. As
a result, ﬁxation durations were signiﬁcantly longer with smaller size (10 pt) leading
to slower reading. Also, serif fonts gives slightly better reading performance than sans
serif fonts. In addition, another study [38] has been conducted on Arabic typography
(Traditional Arabic and Simpliﬁed Fixed Arabic) of diﬀerent sizes (12, 14, and 16
pt) using eye-tracking measurement. Participants were asked to read 6 electronic
passages on a computer screen out load. Then, eye movements and oral reading have
been recorded. So, ﬁxation duration, ﬁxation number, and words accuracy have been
analysed. Therefore, this ﬁnding suggests bigger size (16 or 14 pt) for better reading
performance. Also, it has been found that Simpliﬁed Fixed Arabic font provided low
readability with larger number of ﬁxation due to its width.
All these methods are used for the purpose of measuring legibility and readability.
Although methods have been mentioned separately, combination among them can




Many new possibilities have been opened in the ﬁeld of reading because of the
advance of reading devices. The new generation of Personal Digital Assistance PDAs
have inﬂuence on e-reading. Diﬀerent types of displays can produce an important
impact on studies that test typeface legibility and readability. Hence, research on
reading on diﬀerent kinds of displays considering the used typefaces have been pub-
lished. In 2011, Voorhees [39] has evaluated the congeniality of reading on digital
platforms: laptop, iPad, iPod touch, and Kindle3 in comparison with paper of high
resolution. Then, 19 entrants had read ﬁve short text stories (one per device) in
diﬀerent order. Feedback was collected from participants regarding the devices and
features available for reading. Therefore, Kindle was recorded as the most favourite,
but laptop and iPod touch were the least ones. Regarding the reading features on
these devices, the ability to change typeface and page layout have been rated the most.
In the same year, another study [18] compared the process of reading on displays that
use e-ink technology (e-readers) with print materials. Five participants of a mean age
of 42 read a total of 12 pages from a novel on ﬁve e-readers: iRex iLiad, Sony PRS-
505, BeBook, ECTACO jet-Book, and Bookeen Cybook Gen 3. Eye-tracking method
has been applied to measure the reading process. Thus, it is observed that reading
behaviour on e-readers is too much similar to reading on printed paper. Moreover,
Ramadan, Mohammed, and El-Hariry [40] have examined the eﬀects of Cathode Ray
Tube Displays (CRT) on legibility and readability of three selected typefaces Sim-
pliﬁed Arabic, Traditional Arabic, and Monotype Kouﬁ in 10, 13, and 16 pt. By
measuring reading speed, comprehension rate, and discomfort subjective rate for par-
ticipants, 13 pt Simpliﬁed Arabic font had the highest level of reading comprehension
and the lowest discomfort rate compared to others.
Another dimension that is considered in displays and font studies is the age group.
For older adults, Tsai, Ro, Chang, and Lee [41] scrutinized font size and page presen-
tation of e-books reading on mobile phones. In particular, HTC HD2 device was used
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to test three diﬀerent font sizes: 10, 12, and 14 pt in two presentation styles: scrollbar
page and ﬂip page coming up with 6 articles in Chinese. Subjects with a mean age of
65 participated. After measuring reading speed and accuracy of recall-type questions
plus getting the feedback, it is found that font of size 14 pt performs better. Also,
ﬂip page method increases the speed of reading. In addition, diﬀerences between two
groups young and old people while reading on handheld computers have been studied
[42]. In particular, HP iPAQ hx4700 device have been used to display short and long
texts in English using Microsoft Sans Serif font on eight sizes varying from 2 to 16
pt. An older group of age 61-78 years have yielded about smaller size (less than 6)
and the majority did not complete reading in the small size texts. In contrast, a
younger group of age 18-29 years have given better performance starting from size
4 pt. Reading speed and accuracy have been tested, and there were no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences for sizes 6-16 pt. Therefore, it is suggested for small screen displays to




Survey of Arab Community
Preferences of Fonts on PDAs
Having some facts about e-reading in the Arab communities was a target due to the
lack of this information. In this survey, we tried to collect data about two main con-
cerns regarding our research. The ﬁrst concern is the popularity of using Personal
Digital Assistance PDA, such as iPad for reading especially for the new generation
in Arab Communities. The second concern is about Arab Preferences regarding the
fonts used in those electronic devices. Thus, a survey has been conducted and re-
ported in order to answer our questions for further steps in our research.
In this chapter, selection font process has been explained in section 3.1. Then,
methodology of conducting the survey is demonstrated in section 3.2. Next, in sec-
tion 3.3 survey results are discussed. Finally, the whole survey is concluded in sec-
tion 3.4.
3.1 Font Selection
Choosing among a huge number of Arabic typefaces is not an easy task. In the
market, Arabic typefaces are presented and marketed badly. It is really hard to make
a decision based on a short line of text [43]. Arabic Font Specimen Book [9] was
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published to get rid of this problem and to help designers/users making the right
decisions about the typefaces they need. That is, it has a wide collection of fonts
including concise information about them, like designer, style, and technical info.
Also, text of diﬀerent sizes is shown in the book to make the decision much easier.
In our selection, we used the mentioned book as a base for the fonts. Therefore, we
came up with a big set of Arabic typefaces exceeding ﬁve hundred typefaces. Then,
many ﬁlters were applied to reduce this number. For each typeface, six ﬁlters were
used to guide our selection process: type function, style classiﬁcation, publisher, com-
patibility with platforms, format, and multi-script support. Furthermore, previous
studies were taken into account. Each ﬁlter has been explained as the following:
Type Function: To satisfy speciﬁc usage of the font, two major categories are con-
sidered: Display fonts and Text fonts. Display fonts are designed for titles
and large size texts like in advertising. In contrast, Text fonts are designed to
be used in a small size, such as books, newspaper and small electronic devices.
Text typefaces only were selected in our study as it is related to Personal Digital
Assistance PDAs.
Style Classiﬁcation: The main Arabic style classiﬁcation as mentioned in Chap-
ter 1 are: Naskh, Kuﬁ, Thuluth, Diwani, Ruqaa, and Persian. In our study,
we have chosen Naskh style due to its high legibility.
Publisher: The reputation of well known publishers was considered in order to guar-
antee the quality of the selected typefaces. For example, Linotype and Hiba
Studio are renowned publishers in this ﬁeld.
Compatibility with Platforms: Cross platforms typeface were targeted in order
to ensure the enhanced usage of the selected font faces. To be speciﬁc, Mac and
Windows operating systems were the main concern in the selection process due
to their popularity. Though, Droid, which is based on Lunix, was also countered
but with less attention.
Format: Three main font formats as described in Chapter 1 are: Type 1, True
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Type, and Open Type. In this study, we were looking for the most developed
format (Open Type) in order to get the beneﬁts of having Unicode character.
Furthermore, some selected typefaces are True Type (with Open Type ﬂavour)
format because some software does not facilitate Open Type format.
Multi-Script Support: Despite focusing on Arabic script in this research, multi-
script support is still important as it provides a character set in more than one
script. This is because in Arabic e-reading, Latin text especially is commonly
used with special terms ﬁtting with the Arabic context. Therefore, having this
script combination should increase the readability of the selected typefaces.
However, some of the selected fonts support Latin partially. That means, they
depend on the system to use suitable Latin font available in the used machine
as a substitution.
Furthermore, previous studies have been taken into account while choosing the
typefaces. Particularly, Nikfal [25] has studied people preferences among a set of fonts
using personality traits including legible and comfortable. Therefore, by re-sorting the
results of that study according to our needs we have listed the top six fonts with high
legible and comfortable scores. So, we consider them in the selection process. Table
3.1 is showing the fonts sorted by legible scores in descending order.
Table 3.1: Scores of Arabic fonts related to traits from previous study
# Font Name Legible Comfortable
1 Tahoma 4.59 4.20
2 Times New Roman 4.54 4.16
3 Simpliﬁed Arabic Fixed 4.44 4.00
4 Microsoft Sans Serif 4.20 3.71
5 Advertising Light 4.10 3.77
6 Diwani Letter 4.05 3.48
Finally, after applying all mentioned ﬁlters and making some observational assess-
ment like avoiding decorative typefaces, we ended up with 13 Arabic typefaces shown

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Participants were recruited through the Arab association living in Montreal,
Canada. The ﬁnal analysis was based on 53 participants (68% male and 32% fe-
male). The majority of participants (96%) speak Arabic as their native language.
Their ages ranging from 18 to 50 years in which the majority ranged between 25 and
34 years old. In addition, 90.5% of participants are post secondary students.When the
participants have been asked about using PDAs for reading, 73.58% of them reported
that they do use PDAs for reading including general and e-book reading.
3.2.2 Materials
The used text has two components shown in Figure 3-1. The upper Component is
a part of a poem written by one of the earliest Arab lexicographers and philologists:
Al-Khalil Al-Farahidi 1. He wrote this part with the purpose of having all Arabic
alphabetical letters in the same text. Thus, we ensure that all letters have been shown
to participants in diﬀerent positions while doing the survey. The second component,
which is located below, is showing all alphabetical letters in isolated shape standing
alone beside each other. This is because some letters do not appear in the isolated
form in the upper component.
3.2.3 Font Normalization
Although the size was ﬁxed for all 13 fonts in this survey, the height of each font
was diﬀerent. That is, some font like Myriad Arabic has a small height comparing
to Badiya. Therefore, we needed to normalize all used fonts to the same height
considering the ratio between height and width. First of all, we take screen shots of
the text samples shown in Figure 3-1 for the 13 fonts written in TextEdit software
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Khalil_ibn_Ahmad_al-Farahidi
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Figure 3-1: The text used in the survey
using MacBook Pro device OS X 10.8.4 with Intel HD Graphics 4000 512 MB. Then,
we removed the white edges of each font image using Matlab 7.5. After that, we got
the measurements (width and height) for all the processed images and calculated the
average width and the average height. Finally, we resized all font images in which
the new height is the average of the 13 fonts height. However, due to the cursive
nature of Arabic language, the width was calculated rationally with the new height
to ensure the original font dimensions do not change especially that Arabic is a cursive
language and the horizontal stretch would make diﬀerent shapes of text. Thus, we
have all font images with a static height but with rational width according to its
original size. Figure 3-2 is showing examples of two fonts (Deco Type Naskh and
Uthman Script Hafs) before and after normalization.
3.2.4 Apparatus
Two Apple iPad OS 6.1.3 devices with retina display have been used to run the
survey. The chosen device was used in order to show the selected fonts on a kind
of commonly used PDAs. Furthermore, among several Apple survey applications,
iSurvey v 2.10.7 has been chosen to build and run the survey. The reason behind
picking iSurvey app was based on speciﬁc criteria: Arabic support, Image display,
branching and skip logic, multiple devices, and oﬄine survey features.
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Figure 3-2: Normalization process for two diﬀerent fonts
3.2.5 Design and Procedure
The survey has been conducted through Arab association in Montreal. Each
participant went through two diﬀerent sections in the survey and completed them
on an iPad device. The ﬁrst section was about personal information and reading
habits using Personal Digital Assistance PDAs. The second section introduced the
13 selected fonts to be rated. Each font image was shown once at a time in the
middle of the screen and followed by three descriptions: Legible, Easy to read, and
Comfortable for eyes. Participants were asked to rate each font image using ﬁve
scales: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree as shown in
Figure 3-3 .Responses were taken using a radio button for each description. The
approximate time to complete the survey was 5-8 minutes. The Full survey of ”Arab
Community Preferences of Fonts on PDAs” is available in Appendix A.
3.3 Results and Discussion
The ﬁrst section regarding personal information and reading habits using PDAs
shows that Apple devices, iPad and iPhone in particular, are the most commonly used
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Figure 3-3: Print screen of rating font in the survey
devices in personal Arabic e-reading activities with a total of 73.02%. Android devices
(Samsung Galaxy) are coming after with total of 19.05%. Kindle and similar devices
which use e-ink give low usability, and the reason behind this is suggested because
of the lack of Arabic language support up to the survey period of time. Figure 3-4
illustrates the number of users for each speciﬁed gadget. Furthermore, the results
show that the average number of hours per day for the majority of participants is
1-3 hours. That makes demanding on ﬁnding good Arabic fonts for practical use in
PDAs especially with the growth of Arabic e-reading.
Figure 3-4: Number of users for each speciﬁed gadget in the survey
After collecting data from the second section related to the 13 selected fonts,
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some statistical calculations have been done for observation purpose. First of all, the
average of agreement of both scales Strongly Agree SA and Agree A, and the average of
disagreement of Strongly Disagree SD and Disagree D for all three descriptive features
have been calculated. Table 3.3 lists these average values in which the agreement
Table (a) is sorted increasingly based on the agreement total and the disagreement
Table (b) is sorted decreasingly based on the disagreement total. Thus, fonts come
ﬁrst are the most preferable in both tables. Figure 3-5 visualizes font performance in
this survey, and disagreement points are much less than agreement points in general.
This is because the selected fonts are carefully chosen to ﬁt the concept of legibility
and readability in this study. Then, when we take intersection of the top six fonts in
both tables, we come up with the same set but with a diﬀerent order: Almohanad,
Geeza Pro, Hasan Enas, Time New Roman, Uthman SH, and Yakout Reg. These
fonts get the highest agreement and lowest disagreement scores for the average of all
descriptive characteristics.
Table 3.3: Average of agreement and disagreement scales
(a) Agreement table
Font Name SA A Total
Geeza Pro 28.3 17.6 46.0
Uthman Script Hafs 26.6 19.0 45.6
Yakout Reg 23.3 20.6 44.0
Times New Roman 22.6 18.3 41.0
Almohanad 14.6 24.3 39.0
Hasan Enas 12.0 21.6 33.6
Myriad Arabic 6.0 25.6 31.6
Tahoma 12.6 16.3 29,0
Janna Reg 7.0 21.6 28.6
Hemear Light 7.3 19.3 26.6
Badiya Reg 5.0 20.6 25.6
Deco Type Naskh 4.6 18.6 23.3
Tanseek Modern Pro 5.6 17.3 23.0
(b) Disagreement table
Font Name D SD Total
Yakout Reg 1.0 0.0 1.0
Uthman Script Hafs 1.0 1.0 2.0
Geeza Pro 2.3 0.6 3.0
Hasan Enas 3.0 0.3 3.3
Almohanad 2.6 1.3 4.0
Times New Roman 3.3 2.6 6.0
Myriad Arabic 7.3 1.6 9.0
Tahoma 7.0 4.6 11.6
Badiya Reg 9.0 3.0 12.0
Hemear Light 10.6 1.3 12.0
Janna Reg 10.6 1.6 12.3
Tanseek Modern Pro 9.3 6.3 15.6
Deco Type Naskh 16.6 1.0 17.6
Moreover, scores of descriptive features for each font in this survey have been
analysed from Table 3.4. Then, maximum agreement total and the minimum dis-
agreement total values have been obtained for each characteristic (legible, easy to




Figure 3-5: Fonts performance
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rizes these values with the related fonts. According to participant rating, Geeza Pro
is listed as the most legible font, and Uthman Script Hafs is the most comfortable
font for eyes. Both of them score the same as the easiest to read. In contrast, Tanseek
Modern Pro has the lowest legibility rate. Also, Deco Type Naskh was considered as
the hardest to read and the least comfortable for eyes. Therefore, we avoided these
two fonts in our ﬁnal decision due to their weak performance.
Table 3.4: Scores of descriptive characteristics for studied fonts
Fonts
Legibile Readable Comfortable
A D A D A D
Almohanad 44 1 40 2 33 9
Badiya Reg 33 6 24 12 20 18
Deco Type Naskh 31 11 22 20 17 22
Geeza Pro 50 0 47 2 41 7
Hasan Enas 36 3 37 2 28 5
Hemear Light 31 6 29 10 20 20
Janna Reg 33 8 32 12 21 17
Myriad Arabic 38 7 31 8 26 12
Tahoma 38 5 29 10 20 20
Tanseek Modern Pro 28 14 23 15 18 18
Times New Roman 45 4 42 5 36 9
Uthman Script Hafs 46 2 47 2 44 2
Yakout RegTanseek Modern Pro 44 0 45 1 43 2
*A: Agreement total; D: Disagreement total




Max Font Name(s) Min Font Name(s)
Legible 50 Geeza Pro 28 Tanseek Modern Pro
Easy to read 47 Geeza Pro,Uthman SH 22 Deco Type Naskh




Max Font Name(s) Min Font Name(s)
Legible 14 Tanseek Modern Pro 0 Geeza Pro, Yakout Reg
Easy to read 20 Deco Type Naskh 1 Yakout Reg
Comfortable for eyes 22 Deco Type Naskh 2 Uthman SH, Yakout Reg
*Note: Uthman SH = Uthman Script Hafs
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Finally, we minimized the number of fonts regarding our results and analyses.
The target number of typefaces for the next experiments is set at six in order to be
focussed for intensive studies. The ﬁve most preferable typefaces from this survey:
(Almohanad, Geeza Pro, Hasan Enas, Uthman Script Hafs, and Yakout Reg) were
chosen to go to the next stage. After avoiding two typefaces (Deco Type Naskh and
Tanseek Modern Pro), six typefaces were left for evaluation to come up with the
last nominated typeface for next studies. Actually, there was an inevitable trade-oﬀ
among these typefaces. Badiya typeface was chosen to be the last candidate for many
reasons. Comparing to Times New Roman and Tahoma, Badiya is designed for Arabic
scripts originally. That is, Times New Roman and Tahoma typefaces are based on
Latin characters, and then Microsoft added Arabic characters to their set with Vista
OS and upper systems. Furthermore, although Myriad Arabic is designed for easy
readability on screen with classic Naskh characteristics and other suitable features like
internal spaces, it works better and clearer at larger sizes[44][45]. In contrast, Badiya
is designed carefully with open counters in order to get excellent performance when
used in small sizes[46]. Also, its special design excels Janna Reg and Hemear Light
from the point of legibility and clarity. In particular, while Badiya is designed to be
modulated Naskh, Janna is 'humanist kuﬁ 'which refers to ”handwriting structure and
slight modulation to achieve a more informal and friendly version of the otherwise
highly structured and geometric Kuﬁ styles”[47]. It is discouraged to use Kuﬁ style
of diﬀerent sizes in e-reading because of its negative impact on reading speed and
accuracy [33]. In addition, Hemear Light has shorter ascender to descender ratio
comparing to Badiya, and according to[4] it reduces legibility.
At the end, decision has been ﬁnalized with six typefaces to be involved in legibil-
ity and readability experiments: Almohanad, Badiya Reg, Geeza Pro, Hasan Enas,
Uthman Script Hafs, and Yakout Reg.
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3.4 Conclusion
To sum up, this survey has been built and carried out to reveal some facts about
Arabic e-reading habits on PDAs in the Arab society, and to evaluate some selected
fonts for more studies. As a result, a high percentage near to three-quarters of partic-
ipants use PDAs in reading has recorded. This creates a need for examining legibility
and readability of fonts used or designed to be used in PDAs. Font selection process
has taken place at the beginning, and it results in 13 carefully selected fonts based
on speciﬁc ﬁlters. Then, Evaluation process has been done by participants through
some descriptive characteristics. From font rates, we come up with six typefaces in




In this chapter, a novel legibility method has been proposed to conduct experiments
for Arabic fonts. At the beginning, pilot study in section 4.2 will be discussed.
Following that are experiments 1 and 2 in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Then,
an integrated discussion of legibility experiments has been analysed in section 4.5
Finally, a conclusion for legibility conducted tests is stated in section 4.6.
4.1 Overview
Before the actual investigation, a pilot study has been done (section 4.2) to assist
the research idea regarding visual accuracy threshold method mentioned in a previous
chapter, in section 2.1.1. In particular, short-exposure method of a single character
is used to test the font’s legibility for many languages including Latin and Chinese.
Although it has not been tested on Arabic yet, we suggest that it might not work
with the same proﬁciency on Arabic for many reasons. First of all, Arabic language
has diﬀerent features which inﬂuence the way of recognizing letters. Usually, Arabic
isolated letters are easy to recognize because of their clear structure. They could be
simply identiﬁed if they are shown in a single presentation. For example, although the
letters in Figure 4-1 have the same structure, the number and position of diacritic dots
would distinguish a letter and make it recognizable from others. In addition, unlike
Latin language, letters should be connected in order to create words and hence sen-
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tences. To explain, one Arabic letter can have several forms depending on its position
as it is described in Chapter 1 section 1.2. It has been claimed that when an Arabic
word contains two or more connected letters which have dots, it becomes diﬃcult
to diﬀerentiate among them especially in smaller sizes[34]. Thus, recognizing letters
within words is more diﬃcult than recognizing them while isolated. So, applying the
same method or technique with Arabic typefaces to discover their legibility might
give inaccurate result. Therefore, we applied the pilot study using short-exposure
method of a single character on a small number of subjects to emphasize thoughts
we suggested for Arabic.
Figure 4-1: Diﬀerent letters of the same shape but diﬀerent number and position of
diacritic dots, from left to right letter ”Tha”, ”Ta”, ”Ba”
Typefaces involved in this chapter’s experiments are the outcome from the previ-
ous survey. The six fonts are listed in Table 4.1. The name Uthman SH will be used
for font Uthman Script Hafs as an abbreviation.
Table 4.1: Typefaces chosen for legibility and readability studies










A number of 12 subjects (6 male and 6 female) participated in this study. They were
all students from Concordia University with Arabic mother tongue, and their age
ranged between 18 and 35.
Material and Apparatus
For each letter in each font, an image of 1.3 X 1.3 inch has been created in size 18 pt
where the letter stands in a ﬁxed virtual baseline in the middle. Therefore, we came
up with 28 letter images for each font, and a total of 168 letter images for the whole
set of fonts. MacBook Pro device OS X 10.8.4 with Intel HD Graphics 4000 512 MB
had been used to apply the test. A small tool had been coded in order to implement
the test on Google Chrome browser.
Design and Procedure
Test material has been located in the area of ﬁxation point where participants have
been asked to focus on. The distance between the subjects and screen has been set
to 50 cm approximately. At the beginning, a trial set has been generated for entrants
to get used to the test, and they got as much as they need from this set. Then, the
instruction was to focus on the screen, press next button to trigger an exposure of
a single character, and name it aloud. Exposing time was ﬁxed for each letter at 50
milliseconds which is half of the time suggested for human eye to not only receive
photon, but to pass a signal to the brain for conscious response[48]. Each participant
got six exposures in which each one represents one font with a random chosen letter
and in a random order. A mask of black dots was exposed after each letter in order
to remove the afterimage appearance in one’s vision after the original image ceased
to control the timeframe on the retina[29]. The size of black dots was enlarged to
avoid confusion with Arabic letter diacritic dots. Figure 4-2 shows an example of a
test character and the after image.
Results and Discussion
Short-exposure method of a single character was applied to Arabic fonts in the present
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Figure 4-2: The test character (left) and after image (right) sample
pilot study did not detect many errors of identiﬁcations. As expected, accuracy of
all the 72 exposures gave 97.2% correct results with a total of two errors only. That
supports the need for a modiﬁed method to suite Arabic font features.
4.3 Experiment 1: Letter Legibility
This experiment was designed to assess the needs of modiﬁcation to short-exposure
method for Arabic typefaces to test their legibility on PDAs. Isolated letters are tested
using the proposed method M-Short-Exposure, in which M refers to modiﬁed. A Full
description of the experiment is available in Appendix B.
4.3.1 Participants
A total number of 154 participants engaged in the whole legibility and readability
experiments. However, after cleaning the data collected from their participation, the
number was reduced to 138 (53 male and 85 female). All entrants were students, and
they speak Arabic as their native language. The majority 68.8% of participants aged
18-25 years; then the group of age 26-35 with 27.5%. The samples were collected
from three diﬀerent geographical areas and universities: Eﬀat University (28.3%) in
Jeddah Saudi Arabia, Umm Al-Qura University (33.3%) in Makkah Saudi Arabia,
and Concordia University (38.4%) in Montreal Canada. In Eﬀat University, partici-
pants had been rewarded by credits for extra curriculum activities; but in the other
universities, entrants were volunteers and they got some treats after. In addition,
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most participated students were under the major of Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence with 70.3%. Other majors were Business (9.4%), Applied Science (7.2%), Social
and Human Science (7.2%), Religious Science (3.6%), and Education (2.1%). Fur-
thermore, undergrad participants were the majority with 72.5%, grads with 23.9%,
and diploma students with 3.6%.
4.3.2 Materials
For each font, a 3 X 3 matrix has been prepared using Adobe Photoshop CS6
for Mac Version 13.0 with nine Arabic isolated letters in which each letter takes a
place in a single cell. The size of matrix image was ﬁxed to 4.5 X 4.5 inch. Letters
have been normalized in size to avoid the inﬂuence of font size on its legibility. Six
common used Arabic nouns of three letters, which is the basic word structure, and
with positive meanings have been assigned to each matrix. One and only one word
can be generated from each matrix in some speciﬁc directions. The six remaining
cells in each matrix were ﬁlled with random letters which do not contradict with one-
word only rule. Figure 4-3 shows an example of the matrix used in this experiment.
Numbers and symbols are excluded in this study.
Figure 4-3: Matrix sample for letter legibility experiment
Directions for words assigned in each matrix are limited to right-left, top-down,
and diagonals from right to left only. All other directions are discarded from this study
due the nature of Arabic language. Figure 4-4 illustrates the allowed and eliminated
directions.
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Figure 4-4: Allowed directions (left) and eliminated directions (right)
4.3.3 Apparatus
Two Apple iPads and one iPad mini OS 6.1.3 devices with retina display had
been used to conduct the experiment. Each device had been set to full bright display
however, subjects were able to adjust the brightness setting as they prefer. Also,
landscape mode and auto correction and completion had been turned oﬀ. Noticeably,
all subjects know how to deal with PDA devices.
Statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS software for mac. Inde-
pendent samples have been employed due to the size diﬀerences between devices.
In this research, an application we named it i3arabi had been designed and coded
using Xcode and Objective-C programming language to implement the experiments.
The chosen name for application refers to the meaning ”I am Arabic”, and the ”i”
refers to Apple devices we had tested. A simple logo shown in Figure 4-5 had been
designed for the test to merge the word Arabic as it is written in Arabic with the letter
”i” to indicate the same concept. This logo had been used in all published posters
in the universities hosting us to conduct the experiments. In all hosted universities,
a room of common conditions had been occupied: i.e. quite room, well-lit, air-
conditioned, and has a round table with comfy chairs.
Figure 4-5: Logo of i3arabi Test
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4.3.4 Task Design and Procedure
Three subjects at a time were taking the test using the three available PDAs. At
the beginning, instructions had been given to participants for the whole test including
legibility and readability parts. They went through explanatory example and trial
example to familiarize themselves to the idea before starting the real test. Then, the
six matrix samples were shown respectively. Each matrix image has been located
in the ﬁxation point on which subjects had been asked to focus. Distance between
entrants and devices was ﬂexible according to their personal preferences. Though,
they had been asked to hold the device from a comfortable position, and to use their
eye glasses or lenses if they do so. Once the start button is pressed, a matrix is
exposed for one second (1000 millisecond) which is the time we used in pilot study to
expose a single character multiplied by nine characters and added to 550 millisecond
for direction complexity. Next, a mask of black dots is exposed too for the same
period of time to remove afterimage eﬀect on retina. After that, multiple choices
were given including three diﬀerent words of the same number of letters to choose
from. Though, participants had been discouraged to make an arbitrary answer, and
choose ”I can not recognize the word” if they do not. Each subject got six exposures
in the same order in which each one represents a font involved in this study.
4.3.5 Results and Discussion
In the M-Short-Exposure method of Arabic isolated letters, 80 results have been
recorded for iPad devices and 58 results for iPad mini for each font. So, we employed
independent samples and got the Z -score-table which is shown in Table 4.2, and
they presented no diﬀerences between iPad and iPad mini at p>0.01. Therefore, if
the subject correctly identiﬁed the word from the presented letters at any device, the
trial was counted as correct. For more demonstration, the mean values for all fonts in
the two devices has shown in Figure 4-6. It is clear that Geeza Pro and Hasan Enas
fonts were the most legible fonts respectively in both devices. In contrast, Badiya
Reg was the least legible font on iPad, and Uthman SH font on iPad mini. Moreover,
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Almohanad and Badiya Reg fonts showed better performance on the smaller device
iPad mini, and this is suggested due to their larger design on smaller preview.














V ariance 0.249 0.237 0.233 0.239 0.243 0.252
Mean 0.41 0.34 0.65 0.63 0.43 0.51






V ariance 0.254 0.249 0.239 0.247 0.239 0.253
Mean 0.5 0.43 0.62 0.59 0.38 0.47
N 58 58 58 58 58 58
Z 0.586 0.636 -0.203 -0.264 -0.386 -0.314
Two-sided Z at 99% 2.576 2.576 2.576 2.576 2.576 2.576
Conclustion H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0
Figure 4-6: The mean values chart of legibility (letters) test on iPad and iPad mini
of the tested fonts
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4.4 Experiment 2: Word Legibility
This experiment is an extension to the previous experiment to promote M-Short-
Exposure method considering connected Arabic letters. Legibility is also measured
for each of the six chosen Arabic fonts at diﬀerent complexity levels. Full experiment
is available in Appendix B.
4.4.1 Participants
The same 138 participants of the previous experiment (section 4.3.1) were a part of
this experiment.
4.4.2 Materials
Three text materials have been prepared for this experiment. A collection of 18
common used Arabic words (nouns) of diﬀerent complexity have been chosen. The
complexity is measured by the number of letters in the word. Least complex word
(A) consists of three letters; medium complex word (B) with four letters; and most
complex word (C) with ﬁve or six letters. Words have been scattered among the
three groups with the same balance of complexity. Then, fonts have been assigned in
which each font appears once only within a group, but three times at three diﬀerent
complexity levels within all groups, i.e. in a group, six words were written in six fonts
with diﬀerent complexity. Table 4.3 shows words assigned for each font with their
complexity level in each group.
The ﬁnal text materials have been prepared using Adobe Photoshop CS6 for mac.
For each group, words have been scattered randomly in a bounded area of size 3 X
1.7 inch. Figure 4-7 shows a sample of the text material for the ﬁrst group.
4.4.3 Apparatus
The same pieces of equipment of the previous experiment (section 4.3.3) were used in
this experiment. For the statistical analyses, IBM SPSS software was used to apply
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Table 4.3: Words assigned for fonts with their complexity level
Fonts
Group1 Group2 Group3
Word CL Word CL Word CL
Almohanad A B C
Badiya Reg A B C
Geeza Pro B C A
Hasan Enas B C A
Uthman SH C A B
Yakout Reg C A B
*CL: Complexity Level
Figure 4-7: A sample text material for word legibility experiment
multiple univariate ANOVA in order to examine dependent factors.
4.4.4 Task Design and Procedure
This experiment has followed the previous one in order, so the same general
instructions were given at once. Subjects had a trial sample to absorb the idea, then
three samples were displayed sequentially in the ﬁxation zone they were asked to
focus on. Once the sample is triggered, it lasts for one second (1000 millisecond)
which is the same period used in the previous experiment. As done before, a mask
of black dots is displayed after for the same time to control the afterimage impact.
Next, participants were asked to ﬁll six text boxes using virtual touch keyboard with
words they remember. It has been deﬁned by Murdock [49] that if a participant can
generate all possible alternatives without a cue using information stored in the brain,
it is called recognition. That is, language knowledge here is the information and
remembering seen words is the recognition process. Although abilities of short-term
memory in subjects may diﬀer, it has been found that the average number of items
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people may remember after short appearance is four [50]. By this way, we ensure that
the most recognizable font among six words will catch the subject’s attention ﬁrst.
So, there is no problem at all if participants do not remember all the words. Although
spelling mistakes could lead to incorrect results, the selected words had been chosen
to be easy to spell and commonly used. Therefore, typos possibility was expected to
be low, and it did.
4.4.5 Results and Discussion
First of all, the results have been gathered for the six tested fonts based on
subjects’ correct answers in each group over both PDAs. Then, the mean value of
all groups for each font was calculated. Figure 4-8 illustrates the fonts’ performance
of all groups on both devices. In fact, statistical conclusion showed no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between iPad and iPad mini at the null hypothesis H0. As it is shown,
diﬀerences among devices do not diﬀer much in the highest fonts performance among
groups. That is, Uthman SH and Geeza Pro were the best in group one and group
two sequentially. Furthermore, Almohanad and Badiya Reg had high legibility scores
in group three with neglected diﬀerence between both devices.
The diﬀerences in results among three groups were analysed using ANOVAmethod
to see the impact of complexity levels on the results. Thus, signiﬁcant diﬀerence
within each font has been caught of the F critical at 99%. That means, complexity
level had its impact on fonts legibility. Therefore, we took the mean of all three
groups for both devices as shown in Figure 4-9 to deduce the most legible font in
this study. Hence, Uthman SH was the most legible font regarding connected letters
(words) while Yakout Reg font was the least.
4.5 Final Legibility Results and Discussion
In the previous sections: 4.3 and 4.4, legibility of the six chosen fonts has been
tested for isolated letters and connected letters (words) separately using M-Short-
Exposure method. The results yield the best font in each zone. However, integration
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(a) Fonts performance on iPad (b) Fonts performance on iPad mini
Figure 4-8: Fonts performance for legibility (words) experiment of all groups over
both devices
Figure 4-9: Results of legibility (words) experiment
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between the two experimental results is needed to get legibility result as a one com-
ponent. Therefore, letter legibility results and word legibility results are added to
each other for each font. In particular, the average of results coming from the three
groups of words experiment has been calculated and then added to letter legibility
results. Figure 4-10 demonstrates the combined results of the ﬁrst and second legi-
bility experiments for the examined fonts. Legibility of Geeza Pro, Uthman SH and
Almohanad fonts in order was the best. The remaining fonts showed lower legibility
with large diﬀerences.
Figure 4-10: The results of legibility expeiments as a one component
4.6 Conclusion
To conclude, two experiments have been conducted on six Arabic fonts to test their
legibility over PDAs. A novel method has been proposed to measure legibility over
isolated letters and connected letters due to the nature of Arabic script. Legibility
test has been done on 138 subjects using iPad and iPad mini devices. Results of the
ﬁrst experiment provided Geeza Pro font as the best font regarding isolated letters.
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Then, the results from the second experiment testing font legibility over words showed
that Uthman SH font performed better. An integrated score from both experiments
revealed that Geeza Pro, Uthman SH and Almohanad fonts are the most legible




In the previous legibility experiments, Arabic letters and words have been tested for
the six nominated fonts. However, it is important to test them in a real reading
process using running texts. Thus, readability experiment should take care of that
to ﬁnd out the best fonts suitable for reading on PDAs. A readability experiment for
Arabic fonts has been introduced in this chapter. Experimental details are demon-
strated in section 5.1. Lastly, a conclusion on readability experiment is summarized
in section 5.2.
5.1 Experiment
This experiment tests the readability of the same selected fonts mentioned in
section 4.1 which are: Almohanad, Badiya Reg, Geeza Pro, Hasan Enas, Uthman SH,
and Yakout Reg. Comprehension questions and reading speed have been measured
on purpose. The full experiment available in Appendix C.
5.1.1 Participants
The subjects employed readability experiment were the same who did legibility
test mentioned in section 4.3.1. They were counted as 38.4% male and 61.6% female
in a total of 138 participants.
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5.1.2 Materials
Text passages for readability experiment have been taken from Qiyas test [51].
It is a test oﬀered by National Center for Assessment in Higher Education to assess
students’ abilities before enrolling undergrad studies in Saudi Arabia. This test has
a linguistic section which measures reading, analysing, and comprehension abilities
for native and non-native Arabic speakers. Thus, the used materials met our needs
and, we slightly modiﬁed them to be all at the same level of diﬃculty with a mean
number of 113 words. Six passages of diﬀerent general topics have randomly assigned
to each font we test. The contents do not contain extremely rare words or technical
terms. Although we discard margin factor in this study to focus on fonts themselves,
all texts are prepared with very small margins in which a text line stretch at the
maximum appearance on device display. The size for all used texts was ﬁxed to
18 pt as it is the biggest size from the range suggested by [34] and [38] for better
readability for on screen running texts. For each passage of each font, two multiple-
choice comprehension questions have been picked with slight modiﬁcation to ensure
the same level of diﬃculty.
5.1.3 Apparatus
The same pieces of equipment used in legibility experiments mentioned in sec-
tion 4.3.3 were used in readability experiments. The test has been done on two iPad
devices and one iPad mini using ”i3arabi” application. The same environment condi-
tions have been applied while conducting the experiment. Also, the same statistical
package IBM SPSS for mac has been used to ﬁnd correlations between factors.
5.1.4 Design and Procedure
The subjects were given the same general instruction mentioned in section 4.3.4
regarding device position and vision lenses. For readability test, they were instructed
to read at normal speed as they usual do, and they informed that reading speed
will be automatically recorded. They were also instructed to read silently to avoid
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inaccurate results due to the fact that the eye is faster than voice while reading [22].
Furthermore, participants have been told to read with concentration because if they
passed the passage to the question page, they can not go back. That is because
post-reading comprehension test may lead subjects to scan text rather than reading
it looking for the answers [42]. No trial sample for this experiment was given due to
the clear and simple tasks they were asked to perform.
The application used to conduct the experiment has a ”Start Reading” button
which is pressed by participants to display a passage and trigger the timer. Upon
completing the passage, a ”Done” button is pressed and reading speed is recorded
for that speciﬁc text. Figure 5-1 demonstrates ”Start Reading” and ”Done” button
strategy. Then, comprehension questions page is displayed. Subjects kept reading
passages displayed in order and written in diﬀerent fonts, and answer questions re-
lated to them.
Figure 5-1: Sample from readability experiment shows ”Start Reading” button at the
top and ”Done” at the bottom with no text (left) and with text present (right)
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5.1.5 Results and Discussion
Two main factors were studied in this readability experiment: reading compre-
hension and reading speed. For each font, the results of two comprehension questions
were used in total to measure the comprehension level. Furthermore, reading speed
(RS) was calculated by dividing the total number of words included in the passage by
the total time elapsed to ﬁnish reading in seconds. To analyse these results, we tried
to ﬁnd the correlations between these two factors. The correlation coeﬃcient value of
all fonts showed a very small correlation (actually negligible) between comprehension
and reading speed. That is, it is not necessary for a font to perform faster to be




Figure 5-2: Mean of reading comprehension for all tested fonts
With respect to devices, the eﬀect of device display size has been studied statisti-
cally. For both factors: reading comprehension and reading speed, we employed two
independent samples regarding device type with a diﬀerent number of observations
to all the tested fonts. Table 5.1 lists all calculated terms in order to get a statistical
inference. At p>0.01, there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence for comprehension factor of
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all fonts. However, some fonts showed signiﬁcant diﬀerences (HA) in reading speed.
In particular, Almohanad, Geeza Pro, and Yakout Reg fonts showed a positive im-
pact when devices were varied in which the reading speed increased when the size
of display becomes smaller. That could suggest awareness of font usage based on
the targeted display type. Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 illustrate comprehension and
reading speed means for all tested fonts. Almohanad and Yakout Reg fonts were the
most comprehended one. In contrast, Badiya Reg was the least comprehended font.
In addition, the fonts which achieved the highest reading speed were Yakout Reg and
Uthman SH. On the other hand, Almohanad font got the slowest reading speed. It
was not expected to have low reading speed for Almohanad due to its positive feed-
back gotten from the subjects. Though, it is possible that this happened because the
passage written in Almohanad font was the ﬁrst one given to the subjects in read-
ability experiment. Thus, they started reading carefully and slowly, but eventually
they got used to the reading process which hastened reading speed for the coming
passages.









































































































































































































































































































































































































To sum up, readability has been tested for six Arabic fonts on PDAs. A hundred
and thirty eight subjects were involved in this readability experiment. Participants
were asked to read diﬀerent passages of diﬀerent fonts and answer related questions.
Two main factors have been measured: comprehension and reading speed, in order
to evaluate font readability. Then, some statistical methods have been applied on the
results to reveal the correlations between factors and eﬀects of using diﬀerent sizes of
displays. Therefore, it is concluded that Yakout Reg and Uthman SH fonts are the
most readable fonts. Some recommendations (will be mentioned in Chapter 6) can




In this chapter, we summarize work done in this research and link it together as a
whole in section 6.1. In section 6.2, interpretation of results and recommendations are
dicussed. Then, challenges faced in this thesis are mentioned in section 6.3. Finally,
future work related to this thesis is listed in section 6.4.
6.1 Summary of Results
In this study, legibility and readability of Arabic typefaces were examined. First of
all, thirteen Arabic fonts have been chosen carefully based on some selected criteria.
Then, a survey was conducted to evaluate these fonts through three descriptions:
legible, easy to read, and comfortable for the eyes. The results reduced the number
of fonts to six for further investigation.
In addition, three systematic experiments were conducted to investigate six Arabic
digital typefaces on PDAs regarding their legibility and readability. All experiments
have been conducted using the same subjects and under the same conditions with
”i3arabi Test” application. The results of the ﬁrst experiment of legibility indicate
that Geeza Pro font was the most legible font in terms of isolated letters. In the
second experiment of legibility regarding words, Uthman SH font performed the best
among the tested fonts. Then, an integrated result of both legibility experiments were
calculated, and it yielded Geeza Pro and Uthman SH fonts as the most legible fonts.
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Finally, the results of readability experiment showed Yakout Reg and Uthman SH
fonts to be the most readable one based on the two factors studied: comprehension
and reading speed. However, Almohanad, Geeza Pro and Yakout Reg provided better
performance on a smaller display of iPad mini. This is might happened because of
the fact that the number of words per line is reduced on smaller display of iPad mini
which leads to read words faster in shorter lines. Another justiﬁcation for having
some fonts with better reading speed on a smaller device is that the mentioned fonts
have thicker strokes compared to the other studied fonts. Thus, their similar design
may feature them on iPad mini with clearer view.
6.2 Interpretation of Results and Recommenda-
tions
From survey results the following can be deduced:
• Arabic e-reading becomes more popular among Arab communities using Apple
devices at 73% and Samsung devices at 19%.
• The average time of e-reading over mentioned devices was reported to be one
to three hours per day which increase the demand of fonts usage investigation.
Also, it should motivate Arab writers and publishers to provide more electronic
versions of books using recommended fonts for e-reading on PDAs.
• Naskh font style is proven to be the most legible style in which almost all selected
fonts of Naskh style get very high legibility scores.
Based on legibility and readability results, we can infer the following:
• There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between reading from iPad and iPad mini
as long as the font is legible. However, diﬀerences may appear regarding the
reading speed when the display size is varied.
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• It is not important for a font to be legible and readable at the same time. That
is, readability does not necessarily indicate legibility. For example, Yakout Reg
font showed high readability even though it got low legibility.
• Recommendations could be provided for Uthman SH and Geeza Pro fonts to
be used in e-books which require high legibility.
• Uthman SH font is advised when high legibility and readability are demanded.
• For smaller size displays near to iPad mini, it is recommenced to use Almohanad,
Geeza Pro, or Yakout Reg due to their better performance on smaller size.
6.3 Challenges
This thesis had gone through some challenges including technical issues and un-
expected problems. At the stage of designing experiments, Adobe Photoshop CS6
on Mac was used to prepare the materials, and Xcode software was used to code the
application. Both of them at that time did not support Arabic completely. That is,
Arabic words were shown in reverse and in disjoint forms. Many tricks have been
used to solve such a problem like utilizing external tools. Though, the new update of
Photoshop CS6 and Xcode which recently released has Middle Eastern features which
include supporting Arabic! Therefore, for future work this challenge would not be
available. In addition, during data collection stage which took place in Saudi Arabia,
the target was to collect 200 participants approximately (50% male and 50%female).
However, due the regulations over there, it was not allowed for me as a female re-
searcher to access the male section of the universities. Therefore, the experiments
have been re-conducted again back in Montreal targeting males only. That reduced
the number of males compared to female subjects. Nevertheless, the ratio between
males and females participants was not big. At the end, these diﬃculties had moti-
vated our research to ﬁnd solutions, and they do so!
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6.4 Future Work
This study focuses on Arabic fonts on personal digital assistants PDAs, and specif-
ically on Apple iPads. Further work could be done considering other types of tablets,
such as Samsung tablets. Moreover, smart phone would be a continuous variable in
this study to assess which font(s) is better to be used for smaller screens.
In addition, other factors may be considered in future research regarding legi-
bility and readability experiments. In legibility experiment of isolated letters, the
allowed directions can be reduced to a single direction (right-to-left). According to
participants’ feedback, it was diﬃcult to look at all allowed directions in the limited
time. So, either applying more time for exposures or reduce the number of possi-
ble directions is to be changed. While short time is very important in this method
we suggest to reduce directions in future studies. Moreover, it has been found that
words complexity played a signiﬁcant role in the second legibility experiment which
consider connected letters (words). Therefore, it would be suggested for work ahead
to set ﬁxed complexity level of words in order to keep the focus on font performance.
Finally, some factors like page layout might be considered in further research for
readability. That is, margins, ﬂipping or scrolling pages, spacing, and leading could
aﬀect the reading process. So, it is good to count them beside fonts presentation.
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Appendix A
Full Survey with Results
English script: The target of this survey is
to study the popularity of Arabic e-reading
on electronic devices of small screens (digi-
tal assistants) in Arab communities. In ad-
dition, preferences for a collection of Ara-
bic fonts will be investigated. Your Par-
ticipation in this survey will take 5 min
approximately.
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English script: Please select your gender
Male
Female
English script: Age group
63
English script: Educational level
Secondary or less
Post secondary





**branching and skip logic question
English script: Do you use PDAs for read-




What kind of PDAs do you use in reading?
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**Yes branch
What is the average time you spend while
reading from the mentioned devices (this
does not include PC and laptop)
**Yes branch




Do you ﬁnd diﬃculties in ﬁnding Arabic
resources for e-books?
**No branch
Why you do not use PDAs in reading?
67
English script: A text sentience will be
shown in the screen + Arabic alphabet
in diﬀerent Arabic fonts (13 fonts) in se-
quence. After each font appearance, please
press on next to evaluate the font. You will




Badiya Regular Font Evaluation
70
Deco Type Naskh Font Evaluation
71
Geeza Pro Font Evaluation
72
Hasan Enas Font Evaluation
73
Hemear Light Font Evaluation
74
Janna Regular Font Evaluation
75




Tanseek Modern Pro Font Evaluation
78
Time New Roman Font Evaluation
79
Uthman Script Hafs Font Evaluation
80






Reading has been transformed to e-reading
due to the spread of electronic devices.
Thus, it is important to re-evaluate digi-
tal Arabic font on PDAs to increase the
quality of e-reading.
The test aims to measure legibility and
readability of selected Arabic fonts.






Instructions of Legibility Test (letters)
Nine Arabic letters will be displayed in a
matrix for a very short time. You should
try to generate a word of three letters in
speciﬁc directions.
Before starting the real test, there is an ex-









Trial Test - Continuous





I could not recognize it
Trial Test - Continuous
The correct answer is: ”Drb”
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Legibility Test (letters)
Now you will go to the real test. You have
to answer six samples respectively. Please




















Instructions of Legibility Test (words)
Nine Arabic words will be displayed at
once for a very short time. You should try
to remember as much as you can and write
them in the text boxes.






Trial Test - Continuous
What were words displayed?
If you do not recognize the word, leave the
text box empty
Legibility Test (words)
Now you will go to the real test. You
have to answer three samples respectively.
















Instructions of Readability Test
A text passage will be displayed for read-
ing. First of all, you have to press ”Start
Reading” button to display passage. So,
read at same normal speed you usual use.
Try to understand while reading to be able
to answer the questions. Once you are
done from reading press ”Done” button to
go to questions section.
Readability Test
Now you will start the real test. You have
to read six diﬀerent passages and answer
related questions.
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First Passage First Passage Questions
Second Passage Second Passage Questions
96
Third Passage Third Passage Questions
Fourth Passage Fourth Passage Questions
97
Fifth Passage Fifth Passage Questions
Sixth Passage Sixth Passage Questions
98
The End
Thanks for your participation
99
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